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Rich Treasure in Jars of Clay
Christian Graduate Theological Education
in a Postmodern Context
Mary E. Hess

The September 10, 2001, issue ofAmerica reported that “there are more than
300 professional Catholic lay ministry formation programs in the United States,
with a combined enrollment of more than 33,000—about 10 times the num
ber of seminarians in post-college studies and 13 times the number of men in
deacon formation programs.”1 Around the time I read that article I was part
of a forum at Luther Seminary in St. Paul, Minnesota, in which one partici
pant noted that “as many people are entering public leadership in the ELCA
[Evangelical Lutheran Church of America] through nonseminary, nonjuridical routes, as are entering each year from all eight ELCA seminaries combined.”2
This latter statement is more anecdotal than statistically verifiable, but it still
highlights a trend similar to the one occurring in Catholic contexts.
What are the consequences of these trends? And what should those of us
who care about and tend to graduate theological education—particularly in
seminaries—do about these trends? I believe that the postmodern trends in
our wider culture are at the heart of this shift, and while for some these num
bers bespeak crisis, we ought instead to consider them a sign of ferment and
opportunity. I would like to propose quite a simple definition of postmod
ernism, namely, that this is an era in which there is widespread rejection of
claims to absolute knowledge, an era in which we engage most institutions
with significant skepticism and concern about the ways in which languages of
‘power over” permeate our social and political spaces, and an era in which we
greet “difference” with more openness, and even celebration, than was once
the case.3 Perhaps these themes sound abstruse, but I hope to make clear both
123
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what I mean by these phrases and how I believe they are shaping the context
in which we teach and learn.
Let us begin by considering a “trio of triads” that I find useful for reflecting
on education practices before moving on to examine two important challenges
that graduate theological education faces in our current contexts.

A Trio of Triads
Each semester as I teach my introductory course in Christian education, we
begin with what I call a “trio of triads.” These groups of three educational con
cepts follow us through the term and allow us to consider a whole host of issues
in Christian faith nurtured from a common yet flexible perspective. Here, too,
they are useful for charting a course through the bumpy waters of the post
modern excursion. The first triad I work with is very basic: Any learning event
always rests on three elements—the context in which the learning is taking
place, the people involved, and the purpose for which they have gathered (con
text, people, purpose).
The statistics with which I began this chapter suggest that at least one of
these elements has shifted dramatically in the last few decades—the context in
which graduate theological education takes place. People entering public reli
gious leadership are no longer streaming through the doors of traditional sem
inaries. Preparation for this kind of religious leadership (that is, nonordained
leadership) is increasingly taking place in contexts that are only loosely linked,
if linked at all, to traditional institutions of theological education. Churches
are “growing” youth leaders within their midsts, utilizing the expertise of their
congregants who are trained for other institutions (such as businesses and non
profit organizations), or identifying very specialized forms of ministry (such
as music ministry) that draw people from “secular” institutions.
There are many reasons behind this shift, but one of the most obvious is
linked to a second element of this triad: people. Most seminaries were estab
lished to serve the needs of those preparing for ordained ministry at a time
when people generally came to a sense of their call early in their lives. Most
such students knew by the time they left college, if not high school, that they
wanted to prepare to enter ordained ministry. They were most often young,
male, and able to participate in a process of ministerial education that involved
long stretches of residence on a campus interspersed with periods of intense
practicum in a local parish. Seminary education was built around the needs of
such students, and to some lingering extent it still is. Yet today the majority of
students responding to a call to ordained leadership no longer fit this descrip
tion. The Fact Book on Theological Education put out by the Association of
Theological Schools (ATS) notes that across all ATS schools, “more than fifty
percent (51.95 percent) of the total head count enrollment was 35 years or
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older. . . Women now account for 34.91 percent of the total enrollment
across ATS schools, even though they are precluded from participating in some
programs. At Luther Seminary our classes are now almost evenly divided in
terms of gender.4
With this shift in both the people who are entering theological education
and the immediate context in which it is taking place comes the third element
of my triad: purpose. The reasons for which students enter graduate theological
education no longer carry the uniformity of purpose that “becoming a pastor”
once implied. Certainly many students enter seminary with precisely that goal
in mind, but many others are preparing for other kinds of ministries or are at
the beginning of a longer faith journey in which seminary is simply the first
step in deepening their spiritual awareness and religious commitments.
Context, people, purpose. In introducing this triad, I used the notion of
context very simply, but, as with any of these terms, there are both broad and
deep elements contained within it. Context is a word that is increasingly used
in theological education, but often with more than one meaning. At its root,
the word has to do with “the interrelated conditions in which something exists
or occurs.”5 We may speak of “contextual education” when referring to the
parts of a seminary degree that require a student to work within a parish set
ting for a year before graduating. Yet we also talk about “reading the context”
in various kinds of theologies, particularly those that have feminist or liberationist roots to them. I use the word context to closely parallel in some ways
another oft-used word, culture.
Culture can be defined as all those activities that allow someone to give mean
ing to, draw meaning from, and derive meaning within a specific location.
When we consider the shifts that are underway in graduate theological edu
cation at the moment, we have to take into account the ways the larger con
texts in which our institutions are embedded are shifting, and here the word
culture is particularly helpful. It is not just our student body that has changed;
it is also the myriad cultural contexts surrounding and permeating our insti
tutions that have changed.
I teach at a large Lutheran (ELCA) institution in the upper Midwest,
although I myself am a Roman Catholic layperson. Even two decades ago it
was possible for students and faculty at this institution to rely on the culture
surrounding the seminary to prepare students for entrance into theological
study. “Christendom” might be a term that is no longer in much use, but just
twenty years ago it was perhaps still descriptive of a certain kind of Lutheran
reality in the northern reaches of midwestern America.We could count on our
entering students to be familiar with the Bible, to have an understanding of
their identity as Lutherans, and to be comfortable with basic worship prac
tices. Our task as a seminary was to help students deepen these understand
ings and commitments and reflect critically on them.
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Now we find ourselves at a different starting point. Many of our students
have little if any familiarity with Scripture texts, Lutheran confessions, or the
rhythms of Lutheran worship. In part this is because some of them are not
Lutheran! But in part, it is also because those who are Lutheran were not
deeply immersed in Christian education as children and may have come with
college degrees in apparently unrelated fields (accounting, physical education,
and so on).
Even this degree of unfamiliarity would not pose the kind of challenge we
are facing if it were accompanied by thorough grounding in religious culture,
ease of use and fluency with print discourses, and an ability to self-consciously
reflect on personal experience. Instead, we have students who are fluent in digi
tal technologies, with ritual experiences shaped by television and film and reflec
tive patterns shaped more by sympathetic identification than by philosophi
cal argument.6 In such a shifting culture, it becomes increasingly clear how
context, people, and purpose come together and how influential they are within
educational contexts. Certainly our earliest Christian educational leadership—
such as Paul’s correspondence to the scattered churches—demonstrates an
exquisite sensitivity to context and to the purposes for which one gathers in a
Christian community.
If learning experiences are fundamentally shaped by people, purpose, and
context, then seminary educators need to take note of the dramatic changes
occurring in our midst. Many of us, trained in the rigorous print-based searches
of scholarly pursuit, are uncomfortable with these changes and are more chal
lenged than affirmed by them. We worry about the coherence of thought tak
ing place around us, we struggle to tend our own disciplines at the same time
we ponder how to make them relevant to students who have no interest in
scholarly endeavors, and we sometimes fall into the quagmire of assuming that
our own experiences—particularly in worship—are normative.
So what are we to do? If considering the triad of context, people, and pur
pose presents us with these challenges, perhaps the next triad—cognitive, affec
tive, and psychomotor—can help us to address them. This triad utilizes terms
that are drawn primarily from psychological disciplines. For my students, I
sometimes begin by suggesting that a modifiedvtrsion of this triad—ideas, feel
ings, and actions—might make more sense to them. The key to this triad, how
ever, lies in the recognition that learning always takes place in multiple ways.
While in any given learning environment we might intentionally focus on one
of these processes, the other two are involved as well.
During the time when seminary education took place within a more
homogenous cultural context, and seminary students shared more in com
mon than their differences, teachers did not have to attend quite so carefully
to this tripartite learning model. Feelings and actions—the affective and the
psychomotor—were a language that shared similar terms and were built into
shared assumptions. A male teacher putting a friendly arm around the shoul-
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der of a young male student in the context of exploring the unease generated
by a historical-critical approach to a biblical text could be “read” as support
ing that students struggle and encouraging the students pursuit of truth. In
our current context, the same action could be read quite differently—and in
multiple ways. Nonverbal gestural sign systems, what many of us call “body
language,” differ among genders and between cultural locations. Now we must
be more aware of them, more intentionally reflective of how we engage them,
and more thoughtful of their multiple interpretations.7
Rather than being another problem, however, this is an enormous oppor
tunity. The wider cultural contexts we inhabit, particularly those of the digi
tally mediated, globalized society that is increasingly the United States, are con
texts in which nonverbal gestural sign systems are in a rich and abundant array
of usage. As Adan Medrano and others have argued, we approach digital media
in ways more akin to ritual practice than to print-oriented practice.8 This sug
gests that the kinds of traditions we represent, the meaning-making databases
we tend, if you will, have never been more necessary than they are now. It also
opens up vast new arenas for scholarly pursuit of fundamentally important
questions. Finally, it provides a framework in which we can approach with a
greater degree of respect and openness the students who enter our contexts,
because we can be intentionally thoughtful about all of the levels on which
their learning is occurring.
There is one final triad in my “trio,” and that is a group that Elliott Eisner
first identified: the “explicit, the implicit, and the null curriculum.”9 Here
again, I sometimes simplify these terms for my students, talking instead about
those things we “intentionally” seek to teach, those things students learn “inci
dentally,” and those things that are taught and learned because we do not address
them directly, what some have called “unacknowledged learning.”
When combined with the previous triad, this group is particularly helpful
in identifying some of the opportunities present in the challenges we face in
current contexts of graduate theological education. Consider, for instance, the
ways in which students may be highly adept at “sympathetic identification
through their socialization in media culture, but quite unfamiliar with basic
philosophical argumentation. Because liturgy in particular is such a multidi
mensional, experiential discipline, it becomes a helpful test case for this triad.
For example, a teacher who begins a course by expecting students to do brief
philosophical essays as a way to demonstrate their grasp of liturgical theology
may find outside her door a line of students complaining about the irrelevance
of such an assignment.
The teacher in this example intentionally designed an assignment to sup
port students’ critical reflection on a crucial element of any pastor’s practice.
The students, however, span the gamut from those who plan to be pastors, to
those who are simply fulfilling a curriculum requirement on their way to doc
toral studies. For the first group, the assignment strikes them on the implicit
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or incidental level as a “misread” of their needs in the course, and if their emo
tions are engaged in opposition to the teacher, it becomes a serious problem
to support their learning much of anything in that context. For the second
group, brief essays may seem like a trivial hoop to jump through rather than a
space in which to explore important theological issues. For both groups, the
“feeling” level of the assignment sends an incidental message that the teacher
does not respect them and does not understand their context. They may be
spurred to any number of actions, possibly including outright hostility or dis
engagement from the course in all but the most passive mode.
On the other hand, a teacher could design the early part of a worship course
with sufficient attention to the embodied nature of liturgy—perhaps requiring
students to experience multiple forms of worship in various churches or asking
them to be “visitors” in another tradition—and later require students to engage
those experiences in a descriptive essay, then a more critical essay, and finally a
philosophical essay that uses concepts drawn from liturgical theology to explore
their experiences. In this scenario the students are being supported by first being
invited into an experience, then asked to describe it in narrative form, then asked
to reflect on it more deeply, and finally asked to explore that experience with a
full complement of theological terms to draw on.
I can already hear the concerns my colleagues might raise: If we do all that,
how can we possibly accomplish all we need to in a course? Isn’t it important
to challenge students and require them to live up to expectations, rather than
to “dumb down” our approaches? How can we possibly design such assign
ments to meet the diverse needs of all our students?
Let me take each of these objections in turn. First, as to the concern about
coverage of material, there is significant research from the last decade that sug
gests that students learn more when presented with less.10 That might seem
counterintuitive, but consider the ways in which scholarly work often proceeds.
A question begins to occur to you, and you ask yourself what your response to
that question might be. If no answer emerges, your next response might be to
ask a friend or colleague what their “take” on it would be, or you might go to a
presentation at a conference or look for an article that deals with the general
topic. Only after fussing around with it for a while do you begin to refine your
questions, and then, and probably only then, you are able to turn to more focused
and philosophical texts to help you structure your response.
It is almost a truism of adult education now that adult learners need to be sup
ported into self-initiating inquiry. Another way to think about this would be to
use Parker Palmers description of the “grace of great things.” His argument is
that we teach more by going deeply, even if narrowly, then we do by going broadly
but staying near the surface.11 Our students live in an information-rich, even
information-saturated, environment. It is far more important for us to help them
develop information-accessing abilities, information-critiquing abilities, and
information-integrating abilities than it is to transfer content to them. So, as one
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of my friends often puts it, we need “just in time” learning rather than “just in
case” learning.
The second objection my colleagues might raise is the concern about challenging students rather than lowering content standards. This is an important
objection, because educational scholarship also points repeatedly to the neces
sity of asking students to reach up rather than not requiring enough of them.
The key here, however, is linked to the triad of ideas, feelings, and actions along
with the “explicit, implicit, and null.” Far too often we make extraordinarily
challenging assignments without recognizing how hard they are, let alone pro
viding sufficient support to meet their challenges.
A case in point: We, as scholars and as representatives of historically grounded
religious communities, often have personal histories of deep and prolonged
experiences of worship that are complex, diverse in character, and richly mean
ingful. We come to teach worship with these experiences in our background,
often with the assumption that our students will trust our knowledge and expe
rience enough to accept our guidance as to what they need to know and how
to go about learning it. Our students, on the other hand, often come from
quite impoverished experiences of worship, perhaps having only one or at best
two or three kinds of worship to draw upon. Many of our students find vari
ous other kinds of ritual—attending a film with friends, engaging in sporting
events, activism—at least as, if not more, profoundly engaging as church wor
ship.12 They praise God and reconcile themselves with God in a range of ways
we may only dimly fathom and for which we may have little respect.
Thus, they enter a worship classroom with some distrust, if not open suspi
cion, of the ability of a professor in an academic institution to speak to their rit
ual experiences with any knowledge or utility. When we teach from our back
ground experiences and assume that they are shared, on an implicit level we are
already sending the wrong messages. If we then refuse to engage our students
questions—particularly those that have to do with digital media or various forms
of music (both ofwhich are issues of deep and constitutive importance to many
students)—we teach through the “null” curriculum that we do not respect these
experiences and, consequently, do not respect our students. It is thus a deeply
challenging assignment we give to our students—to come into our classrooms
and meet us more than halfway; to submerge their own experiences, intuitions,
and instincts; to submerge the better part of their experiential resonances; and
in turn to accept our claims and definitions as binding.
That is an extraordinarily challenging task, and it teaches a number of les
sons I believe we do not want to teach. On the other hand, if we can invite our
students experiences into our classrooms with sufficient hospitality and respect,
we may be able to develop a shared language that could support them in com
ing to a deeper recognition of the shared riches of liturgical tradition, for
instance, and the necessity of evaluating our emotional or experiential reso
nances against the hew and grain of our tradition. My argument here is that
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we as teachers need to be aware of the “clay” with which we are encasing the
riches of tradition. We must also be aware of the treasures our students may be
unearthing if we could only collaborate with them.
The third objection my hypothetical colleagues might raise grows out of a
deep concern for teaching in ways diat have coherence and respect for students.
Indeed, how can we teach in such a way as to meet the needs of all the diverse
students in our classrooms? This is an important issue, and there is no simple
answer. It is our task as teachers to provide coherence and substance for our
students and to respect them in their diversity. These two goals can be in con
flict. The tension between the two can be so strong that we may retreat into a
standardized curriculum that does not fit anyone well but that at least has the
virtue of being standardized. Or the tension can lead us to be “good enough”
teachers, putting together materials that meet the needs of most of the stu
dents, most of the time. This has been the position I have tried to take in my
own teaching. But ultimately, we must also take into account what Palmer calls
the “grace of great tilings.” He argues that
We invite diversity into our community not because it is politically correct but
because diverse viewpoints are demanded by the manifold mysteries of great
things. We embrace ambiguity not because we are confused or indecisive but
because we understand the inadequacy of our concepts to embrace the vastness
of great things. We welcome creative conflict not because we are angry or hos
tile but because conflict is required to correct our biases and prejudices about
the nature of great things. We practice honesty not only because we owe it to one
another but because to lie about what we have seen would be to betray the truth
of great things. We experience humility not because we have fought and lost but
because humility is the only lens through which great things can be seen—and
once we have seen them, humility is the only posture possible. We become free
men and women through education not because we have privileged informa
tion but because tyranny in any form can be overcome only by invoking the
grace of great things.13
One of the benefits of focusing on the “grace of great things” and the
practices that go along with it is that it can free us as teachers to experience the
humility of being in the presence of God. I am not the primary teacher in any
learning environment; the Holy Spirit is.
Toward that end, I work to develop frameworks for learning events that are
as flexible and choice driven as possible. In the beginning of any class, for
instance, requiring students to develop their own learning goals in relation to
the stated goals of a course helps to alert the teacher to ways in which the design
of the course might need to be modified, or to individual students who might
need extra support. Developing a syllabus that has a menu of assignment options
can be one element of such flexibility, giving students the ability to choose
assignments that match their intelligences and their learning styles, not to men
tion their diverse purposes in coming to seminary. Asking students to fill out
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brief half sheets after a lecture, in which they must list one thing they have
learned and one thing about which they still have questions, can make even
highly scripted lectures an interactive process over time. These kinds of choices
can increase the difficulty of a course because many students have been social
ized into being passive learners. Yet the earlier they can be supported into tak
ing charge of their own learning, the earlier it is possible to effect convergence
along all the curricula (explicit, implicit, and null).
The trio of triads can in the end be defined as (1) the primary elements:
context, people, purpose; (2) the learning domains: cognitive, affective, psy
chomotor; and (3) types of curricula: explicit, implicit, null. Each of these
lenses helps point to some of the challenges we face in Christian higher edu
cation. But these are, in some ways, only lenses through which to view the dif
ficulties. There are two profound challenges facing Christian higher education
that we have only briefly touched on, and it is to these challenges that I now
turn.

Thinking through Others
The first of the two challenges has to do with the ways in which we are essen
tially working “across cultures” in our teaching and learning. There are many
ways to speak of this challenge—and many who have done so. In this chapter
I will address only one such cross-cultural work, which regards the division of
the print-based academy and the mass-mediated popular culture context out
side of it. I have written at length in other contexts about this divide, but I
believe that one of the frameworks by which I have engaged this divide—
Richard Shweders—bears repeating.14
Shweder, a cultural anthropologist, has developed a four-part typology for
the ways in which anthropologists “think through others.” His framework sug
gests they do so by thinking by means of the other, getting the other straight,
deconstructing and going beyond the other, and witnessing in the context of
engagement with the other. Each of these strategies follows upon the other,
and so it is worth taking them each in turn. “Thinking by means of the other”
has to do with engaging some aspect of the “other” as a means to learn more
about ourselves.
Thinking through others in the first sense is to recognize the other as a special
ist or expert on some aspect of human experience, whose reflective consciousness and systems of representations and discourse can be used to reveal hidden
dimensions of our selves.15
Shweders first mode requires an honest acknowledgement of the ways in
which the “other”—and here I am suggesting academic culture in relation to
mass-mediated popular culture as “other”—can indeed be expert in some way.
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Faculty at graduate theological institutions are familiar with thinking of our
selves as “experts” in various kinds of discourse and study that can reveal hid
den dimensions of thought and reality. But how often do we acknowledge that
popular mass-mediated culture might also have resources to bring to this task?
Certainly our students are expected to recognize and grant authority to our
expertise, but how often do we acknowledge our students’ fluency in the dis
courses of popular culture? There are rare professors who hire students to write
web pages for them, for instance, or to serve as participant observers in ethno
graphic observations of youth culture. But even here, we, the faculty, hold the
defining and controlling expertise.
Yet it is in media culture—no more evident than in the recent months
since September 11, 2001—that the most relevant questions of faith are being
debated. It is within digital media (a category that includes television, film,
radio, and the Internet) that decisions are being made on questions of cru
cial communal importance. The divide between an academic religious cul
ture and a digitally mediated culture was perhaps no more evident than in
the three major rituals of grief and healing after September 11—the service
in the U.S. national cathedral and the multichannel televised fundraising
event put together by Tom Hanks and other Hollywood superstars. For many,
if not most, Americans, it was the second event that was watched, talked
about, and emotionally resonant. Our digital media clearly holds some kind
of expertise that reveals hitherto hidden dimensions of who we are and who
we want to be as a people. The last, the memorial service at Yankee Stadium,
was presided over by Oprah Winfrey, arguably the high priestess of our media
culture.
Shweder’s second mode of thinking through others is something he terms
“getting the other straight,” by which he means “providing a systematic account
of the internal logic of the intentional world constructed by the other. The
aim is a rational reconstruction of indigenous belief, desire, and practice. ”16
This mode of inquiry has so much in common with historical-critical bibli
cal practice as to require no explanation here. Yet it is precisely this com
monality—and the tendency to use historical-critical interpretive tools in iso
lation and thus send the implicit message of biblical “otherness”—that is most
challenging to many of our students, since the conclusion they draw from
using historical-critical tools can be that the Bible is a thoughtworld so dif
ferent from ours as to be accessible only through the application of special
ized tools. This same message is often sent, again unintentionally, by Bible
studies structured in small groups of laypeople circled around an expert pas
tor who holds forth on the correct interpretation of a text.
Another example of this mode might be the way we seek in teaching wor
ship to provide a “systematic account of the intentional world constructed,”
not in this case by the “other,” but rather by us, in community. Media-studies
scholars have over the last two decades shifted their understanding of how mass
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media operate, from a model that might be called “instrumental” to one that is
far more open to the expressive reception of media. No longer are media pro
ducers viewed as determining solely the meaning of any “texts” channeled
through digital media; they are seen rather as only one partner in a complicated
dance of the creation of meaning. One analogy these scholars have used to
describe the ways in which we engage media is that of ritual. In this analogy,
people engage digital media as a resource in meaning making, using a set of
practices that seek to shape time and location in engaging various digital media.
We can “get lost,” for instance, on the web, emerging hours later with no sense
of time having passed. We listen to a background version of the radio, seeking
to hear other people make sense of the days events while we make dinner or
finish our commute.
How often do worship faculty ask students to think about the ritual impli
cations of their media practices? This is an important question, perhaps no
more so than now, when worship faculty are increasingly being asked to reflect
on the use of digital media within worship. In what ways do our students’
socialization within media culture shape the discourses and patterns of prac
tice we seek to facilitate within worship? It is just as important for us to be able
to give a “systematic account of the intentional world constructed” by digital
media as it is for our students to be able to do so of the world we seek to name
and proclaim through worship.
Shweders third mode of thinking through others, at least from an anthro
pological point of view, involves “going beyond the other.” Many educators
would identify this mode as “critical reflection,” which indeed has a lot in com
mon with Shweders description:
It is a third sense, for it properly comes later, after we have already appreciated
what the intentional world of the other powerfully reveals and illuminates, from
its special point of view. “Thinking through others” is, in its totality, an act of
criticism and liberation, as well as discovery.17
It is this third mode that I believe we as teachers are most anxious to sup
port our students in “getting.” Yet it is Shweders assertion—and mine as
well—that this is properly achieved only after first moving through “think
ing by means of the other” and “getting the other straight.” Earlier I pointed
to some of the problems that can occur when teachers ignore the affective
and psychomotor components of learning, or when we refuse to consider the
implicit or null curricula embedded in our teaching. These are the same
dilemmas that emerge when teachers move too quickly to “going beyond
others.” We face an enormous opportunity in the postmodern context if we
can bring our analytical and creative minds to bear on the issues that appear
before us, on the questions that our students bring to us. But this opportu
nity contains within it an abyss of difficulty if we move too quickly to the
critique of digital media, for instance, without first considering digital media
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from within their own frameworks of meaning. Similarly, we can invite our
students into shared ritual leadership, or we can refuse to respect their own
learning and contexts and simply try to transfer our own understandings to
them. The latter stance will drive more people out of the church than it will
invite in.
Yet there is an important step here, as Shweder acknowledges, a step that
can be deeply respectful—that of moving to think beyond digital culture. This
step requires us to think beyond and through institutional religious culture as
well. Sociologists point to the deep skepticism members of the Gen-X com
munity have toward institutions. Often that skepticism is expressed primarily
toward religious institutions rather than media institutions. Perhaps we could
respectfully invite young leaders within Gen X into religious institutions, thus
in some ways bringing their criticism “inside,” while at the same time encour
aging them to turn their critical lenses onto media institutions.
Shweder’s fourth mode of thinking through others is “witnessing in the con
text of engagement with the other”:
In this fourth sense of “thinking through others,” the process of representing
the other goes hand in hand with a process of portraying one’s own self as part
of the process of representing the other, thereby encouraging an open-ended
self-reflexive dialogic turn of mind.18
This last mode of engaging the “other” is the mode with which we in reli
gious institutions have the least experience. Far too often we engage in con
versations across differences—whether ecumenically or in interfaith dialogue—
from the arrogant position of having the truth rather than from the humble
position of confessing that the Holy Spirit is ever at work in the world, con
tinuing to reveal God to us. Again, if the months since September 11, 2001,
have taught us anything, I would hope we have begun to learn that support
ing religious identity formation that is too rigid has the effect of creating ter
rorists rather than of bringing us to our knees in awe of all that God has cre
ated among us.
Perhaps the clearest example of the way in which we as theological educa
tors “witness in the context of engagement with the other” can be found in the
ways we as teachers embody the deep humility of a teacher who is drawn to
teaching because she is drawn to learning. As much as Martin Luther fought
to keep hold of critical reason in relation to Scripture, it was also he who most
liberated Scripture from the tyranny of an elite educated class of interpreters.
Bible studies that are open circles of inquiry, shaped by the evaluative criteria
of a historically grounded tradition but open to the emerging questions and
life experiences of contemporary readers, exemplify this “open-ended, self
reflexive dialogic turn of mind.”
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The End of Education
The final challenge I find deeply embedded in the examples used at the
beginning of this chapter is the third leg of the first triad—that of purpose.
What is the “end” of graduate theological education?
Up until 1994, Luther Seminary’s mission statement read:
Luther Northwestern educates men and women to serve the mission of the gospel
ofJesus Christ. Congregations and ministries throughout the church rely upon
this seminary for well qualified and committed pastors, teachers, and leaders.
The church and the public look to Luther Northwestern as a center of Lutheran
theological reflection.
Now it reads: “Luther Seminary educates leaders for Christian communi
ties: called and sent by the Holy Spirit, to witness to salvation through Jesus
Christ, and to serve in God’s world.” There is an evolution here, as well as clear
implications for our work together as faculty, students, and staff. This shift
reflects an intentional broadening of our institutional vocation and our sense
that public leadership in the church takes more forms now than it did in pre
vious decades.
Hanan Alexander writes that “education is not about acquiring just any
knowledge, but that which is worthwhile; and to judge the worth of some
thing requires a vision of the good.”19 Part of what is sustainable and exciting
about graduate theological education in our contemporary context is that we
have a vision of the good—perhaps in shorthand form, this vision would be
“the reign of God.” But we need to translate this vision, or at the very least
embed it, within our understanding of the “good” in relation to our vision of
theological education.
For many decades graduate theological education has been strongly shaped
by the dynamics of scholarly guilds, by the shape and construction of higher
education more broadly construed, and even to a certain extent by the rubrics
of “scientific positivism” afloat in the larger cultural spaces. It is difficult to find
a way to move within those forces with sufficient clarity and vigor. What would
a curriculum look like that has at its heart “educating leaders . . . called and
sent. .
Alexander notes that “the purpose of learning is to enhance ones moral
insight, not increase ones material worth; to become better at living well or
practicing a valued craft, not at earning a living. Professionals who graduate
from educational institutions require not merely practicalskill but also purposes
for which to practice.”20 At the heart of the dilemmas we face in graduate theo
logical education is the articulation of the “purposes for which to practice,”
purposes that must be sufficiently compelling and resonant to students who
are socialized in digital media culture.21
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On the face of it, I can not conceive of a more compelling educational
“end” than Luther Seminary’s current mission statement. But I also know that
many students find it difficult to figure out what is meant by “witnessing to
salvation,” particularly if we intend to do so “in Gods world”—which extends
beyond the walls of the local church. A generation of people socialized within
a mass-mediated popular culture, in which explicitly theological language was
most often represented as belonging only to a few vehement fundamentalists,
must now work to find ways to reclaim explicitly theological language that
has resonance with their own experiences and that speaks within their own
contexts.
The opportunity here is vast and can be recognized even in the commercial
success that puts books such as Kathleen Norris’ Amazing Grace or Roberta
Bondi’s Memories ofGod on the local megabookstore shelves. People are hun
gry for language and experiences, beliefs and commitments, that are deeply
rooted in historically grounded religious communities. For that hunger to be
fed, however, people also rightly seek respect for their own positions.
Which brings us back to the statistics with which I began this chapter: “cur
rently there are more than 300 professional Catholic lay ministry programs in
the United States with a combined enrollment of more than 35,000—about
10 times the number of seminarians in post-college studies, and 13 times the
number of men in deacon formation programs.”221 also noted my colleague’s
anecdotal reflection that “as many people are entering public leadership in the
ELCA through non-seminary, non-juridical routes, as are entering each year
from all eight ELCA seminaries combined.” These statistics point both to the
willingness of people to enter public leadership in their communities of faith
andx.o their refusal to participate in graduate programs that do not respect who
they are and the contexts in which these programs are embedded.
How can we take seriously each of the legs of the “trio of triads” I pointed
out earlier in this chapter? How can seminaries in particular, but Christian
higher education more generally, participate in bringing our enormous resources
to the task of equipping and sending leaders for Christian communities? Alexan
der discusses Lee Shulman’s core set of competencies that “spiritual pedagogues”
require:
Subject-neutral critical thinking skills that transcend disciplines and traditions,
the subject-specific thinking of their own ethical tradition and of relevant cog
nitive traditions, familiarity with at least one empirical discipline that teaches
the fallibility of its results, and appreciation for aesthetic forms of representa
tion that celebrate creativity and hope. They also need what Shulman calls “ped
agogic content knowledge”—intuitions learned from experience about enabling
others to inquire as well as the inquiry skills themselves.23
Several years ago, we at Luther Seminary undertook a major revision of our
curriculum, a revision spurred in large measure by our growing recognition
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that the contexts around us were changing and that the students coming to
school were changing. I offer a description of our efforts not as a prescription
for any other institution, but as an example of the way one institution has tried
to support such competencies. It should also be noted that I work from a
description of our ideal practice, which is lived out with various degrees of
commitment in daily life.
To begin with, we decided to move away from “departments” that focused
on particular disciplines and instead formed just three “divisions” of our fac
ulty: Bible, history and theology, and leadership. These divisions also parallel,
in some ways, a threefold movement in our curriculum: learning the story,
interpreting and confessing, and leading in mission.
It is too simple to say that each division has responsibility for one of these
movements—Bible for learning the story, for instance—since there are ele
ments of each movement in all three divisions. But it is true that the key empha
sis within the Bible division has been on deep engagement with sacred text,
and that within our history and theology division, significant time and effort
is given to helping our students trace how our communities have interpreted
and confessed the faith—and continue to do so today. Our leadership divi
sion, which is made up of what in the past might have been the “arts of min
istry” faculty (religious education, homiletics, pastoral care, worship, and so
on), is now engaged in a vibrant conversation about what “leadership” means
in a community of faith. How can we speak of collaborative leadership, for
instance, and what does it mean to work with ideas around embodied and per
formative practice?
Let me examine in turn each one ofShulmans competencies. First, “subjectneutral critical thinking skills that transcend disciplines and traditions.” As
Shweder notes, before one can “think beyond the other,” one must first get
inside the others position, understand its core logics, experience its central emo
tions, live within its commitments. At Luther we support the development of
critical thinking skills by working with students to learn the basic “scales,” so
to speak, of the tradition they will soon play improvisationally. We still require
our M.Div. students, for instance, to take both biblical Greek and biblical
Hebrew. These languages are then taken up into various Bible, theology, and
leadership courses in ways that help students parse the central grammars of our
tradition sufficiently deeply so as to be able to play with its margins and extend
its translations. In this way, the skills these students learn are brought to bear
on various disciplines within Christian higher education.
We also work with more than the cognitive, particularly in our requirement
that students participate in Discipleship, a core set of courses that provide smallgroup Bible studies as a way to reflect theologically on their daily experiences.
We require that all students participate in cross-cultural immersion experi
ences. This latter requirement grows out of an understanding that critical think
ing requires a grasp greater than ones own context. Finally, we have worked
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for the past decade on establishing a masters program in Islamic Studies at
Luther. This program supports students who want to concentrate in that area
and is also a rich resource in the wider curriculum for supporting students’
thinking across traditions. I am not arguing that all seminaries should do the
same, but I am suggesting that it is crucial that our students, who are called
from and will be sent to communities of faith in a pluralistic world, have famil
iarity with respectfully engaging in ecumenical and interfaith dialogues.
The second competency Shulman says students need is “subject-specific
thinking of their own ethical tradition and of relevant cognitive traditions.”
One entire movement of Luther Seminary’s present educational strategy is the
“interpreting and confessing” strand. This component of our curriculum seeks
to develop within our students a deep appreciation for, and a concomitant abil
ity to confess within, their tradition’s core faith witness. Many of the courses
in this strand are quite similar to courses in ethics and history at other insti
tutions. But our worship course is situated in this strand as well, and our sen
ior biblical theology course is an IC (interpreting and confessing) course. These
courses require students to work at the level of feelings and actions as well as
that of ideas. The courses also regularly draw on leaders from outside the the
curriculum as teachers, or at least as featured guests on a particular topic.
Shulman’s third competency is “familiarity with at least one empirical dis
cipline that teaches the fallibility of its results.” This particular goal is perhaps
one we have struggled with the most. Currently our curriculum includes a class
at the beginning of each student’s course of study entitled “Reading the Audi
ences.” This course brings sociological theories, particularly in the areas of
demographics and cultural studies, to the task of congregational study. Stu
dents are challenged to describe in numerical terms the community in which
a specific church is located, with presentational charts that utilize spreadsheets
and other more quantitative software. Many of our students find this course
particularly challenging and resist the idea that such empirical work could have
anything at all to do with proclaiming God’s Word. Yet a central issue in under
standing statistics, demography, and other such empirical disciplines is learn
ing how to critique and modify unstated assumptions. Such work teaches, as
Shulman notes, “the fallibility of results” and is thus crucial to nurturing the
deep humility that must always be at the heart of any Christian confessional
stance.
“Appreciation for aesthetic forms of representation that celebrate creativity
and hope” is the fourth of Shulman’s competencies. This competency is thor
oughly embedded in Luther Seminary’s explicit curriculum through worship
courses that study architecture, Bible courses that utilize images as interpretive
tools, preaching and rhetoric classes that work with poetry and other forms of
literature, but it is also present in our “implicit” curriculum. Daily chapel, for
instance, is an important, if yet implicit, part of Luther’s curriculum, and we
strive to have this central worship experience draw on a multitude of aesthetic
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forms and frameworks. Music varies from elegant Bach choruses accompanied
by full organ to more spare and informal praise bands. The cross is represented
in a multitude of ways, from the large bronze crucifix permanently installed
in our smaller chapel, to theTaize painted crucifix that was temporarily in our
larger chapel, to representations of the cross in a myriad of other media. We
are also beginning to experiment more directly with digital media and elec
tronic representations.
Shulmans final competency is “pedagogic content knowledge”—intuitions
learned from experience about enabling others to inquire as well as the inquiry
skills themselves. This is by far the most difficult of the goals we have set. How
do we support our students in conscious and intentional reflection on their pat
terns of inquiry? How do we help them move beyond their own self-knowledge
into learning from experience in supporting others? We do not yet have full
answers to these questions, but our central intuition is that this kind of work
can and must spread beyond the usual classrooms of a seminary. Already we are
beginning to build relationships with churches, parachurch organizations, and
other kinds of community institutions in which religious leadership flourishes.
We have always had a “contextual education” component to our curriculum,
but recently we have been working to ensure that our entire curriculum reflects
“learning congregational leadership in context.”
As I have noted, when the context around us is one of continual and rapid
change, our educational leadership must be flexible, outward oriented, and
deeply connected to the communities from which our students are called and
to which they will be sent.
Hanan Alexander writes:
Our very lives and those of our communities must become the intensive spiri
tual hothouses that summer camps represent. I call this organic community
because there is a natural flow of complementary and mutually reinforcing ideas
and ideals, study and practice, from the home to the neighborhood, the school
to the synagogue, the youth group and summer camp to the cultural center and
the social welfare organization. Communal norms can only be transmitted when
the study, practice, and celebration of goodness is valued as highly by parents,
grandparents, aunts, uncles, and neighbors as it is expected to be valued by their
children.24
Although Alexander is writing in a Jewish context, I believe his words are
equally compelling in a Christian context. We know the powerful impact Chris
tian summer camps have on people. We can work toward a similar organic
community that supports graduate theological education. Why is this impor
tant? Because in the broader cultural climate we face a context in which “rea
soning by sympathetic identification” and learning embedded in practice is far
more common than philosophical argument. Evangelism now does not look
like a well-reasoned argument as to why Jesus Christ is our Savior. Evangelism
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now looks like many different things: the music of U2, the melodrama West
Wingosx network television, WWJD bracelets, and Bill Moyers on television.
None of these examples are controlled by, or even promoted by, historically
grounded, institutionally shaped communities of faith. In the last five years
there has been an explosion of energy in using the Internet to communicate
faith, and hundreds of thousands of sites have emerged with all sorts of infor
mation—accurate as well as highly misleading or even false—on religion. When
we attempt to build the “transition community” (to use Bruffees phrase25) that
higher education can be, we must be mindful of the socialization our students
have already encountered, and we must speak in the languages with which they
are most familiar if we are to have any hope of teaching them any other lan
guages. We must also ensure that that community does not end at the semi
nary walls and that the leaders we are educating continue to educate us.
Paul once wrote: “But we have this treasure in clay jars, so that it may be
made clear that this extraordinary power belongs to God and does not come
from us” (2 Cor. 4:7).26 In a postmodern context those of us who tend to grad
uate theological education must, at a minimum, practice a deep respect for the
meaning making going on beyond our walls and continue to be open to all of
the ways in which the Holy Spirit continues to work within and among us.
Only by doing so will we be able to support all those who are “called and sent
by the Holy Spirit, to witness to salvation through Jesus Christ and to serve in
Gods world.”
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